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THE STOREYS is a

permanent theatre, located

on the upper levels of a multi

storey car park over looking the

sea. It makes use of this rarely

used space, due to the rise in

online shopping and pandemic,

whilst providing a home for

experimental and site-based

theatre.

The site will include multiple

stage spaces that are

suitable for various types of

performance, a large bar space

(also available for external

bookings), suitable backstage

areas for multiple shows at a

time, ticket offices, cloakrooms

and a seasonal rooftop bar with

the intention of luring more

audiences to a contemporary,

unique theatre. During the

daytime, the site caters for

educational programmes and

school visits form the local

vicinity, encouraging children

and teenagers to be inspired by

theatre and to get involved with

creative practices.
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can also  

for Fringe/

The space 

accommodate 

travelling shows.

The site is located in Leith

Docks, an area that has

been continually under

development with the opening

of film studios and high rises in

the past years.

The theatre will give back

to the community by giving

spotlight to local and Scottish

stories, in addition the

increase of visitors to the

greater Leith area boosting

income to local shops and

restaurants. This promotes

further activity and visitors to

help form a new cultural hub

in the city. Soon, the theatre

will be easily accessible to

audiences across the city with

the extension of the tram line

from the city centre to Ocean

Drive.
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The stage areas themselves will
havevariousspotlightsavailable
to attach to the ceiling, using
ceiling suspension attachment
methods. LED Spotlights will
mainly be used as they are
more suited to short distances
as the theatre is not gifted with
high ceilings. These lights also
do not get as hot, resulting in
safer use. They can additionally
be placed at angles or on the
floor for extra atmosphere when
desired for shows.

On the left is a lighting plan
showing the desired colour/
warmth of certain lights as well
as the shape. The majority are
LED Beam 150 sourced from
Robe. These are used as fresnel
like washes in the set room and
as strobe effects during the
storm scenes. ProMotion lights
are used in the spiral stairs
area. These lights can have a
digital gobo attached, so I’ve
decided to create a dizzy effect
by having shapes similar to cast
iron bannisters that will spin.
High quality Epson projectors
are used for the storm scenes.

The optic fibres and projectors
as seen in the underwater
space are sourced from UFO.
For further information see
wave detail.
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Lighting plan 5th floor

Lighting plan 4th floor


